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I. Introduction 

Within the quasipartiole:-phonon nuclear mode~ (QPNM)il-4/ one 
can oaloulat'e excited states. of spherical and deformed nuclei. The 
QPNM Hamiltonian includes an average field of neutron and proton 
systems.as the Saxon-Woods potential, the monopole,and quadrupole 
pairing and the effective isosoalar and isoveotor multipole, spin
-multipol,e and tensor interactions between quasipartioles •. They in
clude charge-exchange interactions. Only particle-hole (p-h) interac
tions are usually taken into,aooount. In this report I.give a review 
of the papers devoted to the study of the influence of partiole
-~artioi'e (p-p) interactions on nuolearoharacteristios and to the 
QPNM generalisation to effective separable interaotions of a finite 
rank. 

2. The QPNM Equations with Separable Interactions of a Finite Bank 

'Expansion of central interactions over multipole A and spin-
. ~ 

mul tipole L).. include the radial functions R (-t, -c,) and R.>.L('C('Ci) 

that are. usually wri_tteIJ. in a simple separable form. Nucleon-n-qclecn 
potentials a.re sometimes represented in a separable form. Thus, sepa
rable representatio_ns of rank n"'""" ~ 5 for the Paris and Bonn poten
tials provide a satisfactory approximation for these potentials. 
Calculations of nuclear characteristics depending on the matrix ele
ments of effective interactions over single-particle states are less 
sensitive to the radial dependence of foroes in.oomparison with ·the 
calculations of few-nucleon systems where the use is made of separable 
representations of nucleon-nucleon potentials, Therefore, the use of 
separable interaotions ?f'a finite rank in calculating characteristics 
of complex nuclei is justified, 

The QPNM equations with. effective separable interactions of a 
finite rank:have been derived in.ref/5/, The radial functions for 
p-h and p-p,separable interactions of.a rank nM~X are 

' . 

)I. . n,. .. , >- A AL n ...... 
R (z,, i~) ~- ~- R0 (z,) R:

0
(i~ , R (z, i,.) ~ fu' R~\c,) R!('zJ .. (I) 

We perform the Bogolubov transformation and introduce the operators 
. ·+ . + . 

of quasiputioles cl_;,.,, , d.yn and phonons Q>/'• , Q ;, • As a re-
sult of transformation the QPNM Hamiltonian is o/ 



H 
(2) 

= &. <::1.-~ c:J... + + CIP;1'M 7m J :I""' Jm Hv- Hvf , 

where ':i is the quasiparticle energy on the subshell j • The first 
two terms describe quasiparticles and phonons in the RPA and Hvf 
describes the quasiparticle-phonon interaction. 

For the energies tu,.; and wave functions Q;:, 4J,, of one-phonon 
states of the electric and magnetic type vre get the RPA secular 
equations as a determinant _equal to zero. The rank of the determinant 
is 12 • nm= , i.e. nNIR.;<. times larger than simple separable inte-
ractions with nl'nAl<. =- I • If p-p interactions are neglected, the 
rank of the determinant is ,f. n,,,_ . 

For the solutions of the RPA secular equations when the energies 
w,.. and phonon amplitudes ,YJJ!.i and 'f!:~ · are found, Ha.mil tonian 

JJ 
(2) appears to be detennined. It contains no any free parameters 
and no unfixed constants. 

In the QPNM the wave functions of excited states are represen
ted as a series in the number of operators; in odd nuclei each term 
is multiplied by the operator of quasipartioles. The approximation 
implies break off this series. In most of the calculations performed 
earlier, the wave function consisted of one- and two-phonon terms. 

For doubly even nuclei the secular equation is written as an 
equality to zero of the determinant whose rank.equals the number of 
one-phonon terms in the wave function. Effect of the Pauli principle 
in two-phonon terms of the wave function leads to the factor 1..--.-

+ ::](}(>., i.,,;.i l,.J and shifts the two-phonon poles Aw {A, i.,, ;.1 i.,) • With 
the use of the finite rank n111.._,. > / of separable interactions the 
rank of the determinant does not increase in comparison with nm..,.=/. 
The inclusion of separable interactions w:;th n .... ~ > / makes ·the 
expressions for AW (A1 l,.,A,. L,) and 1.J~~~ (~:.) 1 caused by the 
quasiparticle-phonon interaction, more complicated. This complication 
of the functions turns out to be unessential :bi' computer calculations. 

Thus', the basic QPNM equations have been derived in ref/5/ for 
p-h and p-p isoscalar anl isovector multipole, spin.;.multipole and 
tensor separable interactions_ of a finite rank. The finite rank of 
separable interactions makes the RPA equations more complicated; 
which is unimportant in computer calculations. Most-important is the 
fact that allowance for the finite rank separable equations doesnot 
result in any essential complication of equations for calculating 
the fragmentation of quasipartiole and collective motion. This 
implies that the QPNM may serve as a basis for calculating many 
properties of atomic nuolei and spectroscopic facto;s of nuclear 
reactions. 
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J, PT Decay of Neutron-Deficit Nuclei, Strength Functions 
of (n,p) Transitions and Renormalisation in Nuclei of the 
Constant of the Ax1a1~Vector Weak Interaction 

Monopole pairing and p-h interactions play the basic role in 
describing low-lying vibrational states and "giant resonances of 
different types, As concerns p-p interactions, as has been shown in 

/6-IO/ _ refs. , their role is important in describing double (3 decay, 
Gamow-Teller (GT) f,T decays of neutron-deficit spherical and defor
med nuclei and the strength functions of GT (n,p) trans:Ltions-. 

In the RPA with p-h and p-p interactions the summed ft values 

determined as ( Jt-T= f (Hf have been calculated for GT 0/~. _, 1 + 
transitions where the summation was over the states " in the energy 
interval t, l, • In this interval A& there are nuclear levels to 
which the experimentally observed decays proceed. The single-particle 
energies and wave functions of the Saxon-Woods potential, monopole 
pairing, p-h and p-p GT ihteractions were used in the calculations~ 

/7 8 IO/ · The results of calculations ' ' and experimental data are listed 
in Table 1. According to the calculations, the low-lying states 
occupied by intensive />.,. decays are separated by the gap ·of J-4 MeV 
from higher-lying states. Therefore, the results of calculations are 
almost independent of the position of low-lying states, The_ P-P 
interactions decrease-the· total GT strength and shift a part of the 
GT strength to the higher-lying part of the spectrum, In the calcula
tions, the main role is played by the er -r matrix elements, and the 
use of more complex interaotions191 with the same nu.~ber of constants - /7 s/ 
fixed from the experimental data, as in refs. ' , has a symbolic 
meaning as has been demonstrated in ref.Ill/, 

with the experi-
1 GA/ G-v \=-I . .2 6' 

The agreement of the calculated fc<J fl values 
mental ones,demonstrated in Table I, takes place·at 
and under renormalisation \ G,YGv I = I • In ref/B/ the total S.,: 
strength of the GT(n,p) transition on 54Fe has been calculated, At 
Gi"' -=o- 1: MeV it- was obtained that 5-t = .4. 2 which is in agieement 

with, 51- = J, 8 measured in ref / 121 in the 
54

Fe(n, p)
54

Mn reaction. 
With increasing renormalisation of the constant of the axial-vector 
weak interaction G-A one should decrease I G~' I -for describing -
~ji of the GT fa+ decays, which will make the agreement of the 

calculated value of 5.,. with the experimental one worse. 
Ihsed on the calculations of .,/J,3 Jl, · for the GT ,13+ decays of 

a large number of neutron-deficit spherical and deformed nuclei, given 
in Table I, and total strength functions S1- of the _GT (n,p) transi
tions we can state that in complex nuclei the following condition 

should hold: \ G-1/G-v \ ::;; /. ·_ (J) 
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Table I 
Gamow-Teller fl+ transitions Ot,, ~.1t 

/''r -transition 

Defonned nuclei 

166ar _. 166Lu 
166Yb ~ 166Tni 
164yb -+ 164Tm 
162yb _ 1621m 

Spherical nuclei 

154yb _. 154Tm 
152yb -+ 1521m 
152Er __. 152Ho 
150Er __ 150Ho 
148Dy _,.. 148Tb 
146Dy _. 146Tb 
I08sn _ I08In 
I06sn _ I06In 
I04sn _ I04In 
I04Cd _ Io4:Ag 

I02Cd ----- I02Ag 
I00Cd ____ I00 Ag 

98pd ->-- 98Rh 
96pd _,._ 96Rh 

94Ru - 94Tc 

log ft exp. 

4.8 
4.9 
4.8 
4.7 

G,"·A 

log ft calc. 

)G-"IGv I = 1 jG:,,L:::.L: 1.25 

= 8 • .J MeV 

4.8 
4.9 
4.7 
4.7 

Gt· A = 8.5 MeV 

5.0 
4.9 
4.7 
4.8 

G-/1 ·A = 7.5 MeV ct-A 7.8 MeV 

.J.6 

.J.4 

.J.9 

.J.6 

.J .. 9 

.J.8 

.J.4 

.J.2 

.J. 2 

. 4. 0 I 

J.6 
.J. 2 

.J. 5 

.J • .J 
J.6 

J.5 .J.8 
J.4 .J.5 
J.5 .J.8 
J.5 .J.6 
.J.8 .J.9 
4.0 4.1 
.J.5 .J • .J 
.J • .J J.l 
J • .J .J.2 
.J.8 .J.8 
.J.6 J.5 
.J.2 .J.l 
.J.5 .J.4 
.J.4 .J • .J 
J.6 .J.5 

A further experimental study off+ decays of neutron-deficit 
spherical and deformed nuclei is necessary. Renormalisation of the G~ 
in nuclei can be determined more accurately by measuring f+ decay 
i 

I005 n n. 

4. Low-Lying Vibrational States in Deformed Nuclei 

Within the QPNM with monopole and quadrupole pairing and iso
scalar and isovector p-h and p-p multipole interactions one can 
study low-lying vibrational states in deformed nuclei. The calcula
tions are made with the wave function 
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1±{ Ko 0"<> = Z ~.,- J.,,/ol,,"o + ' ( r.) \. R" q+ 
Lo 

-I 
- (1-+8 ) + 2_ A,/,~,,.l,t,<-z _ 

v,~,'I ;?, [r+ 8/("c, (1-§.,o)f 
. )I + + l (4) 

s./", -tlT3/'-,__,r,;, Ko -£y",•~J.y<ai.,_ Q/
1
i
1
q; Q;,"-t<.,f, )~ . 

A,f:1.i.2 1T,. 

The Pauli principle is taken into account in the two-phonon terms 
(4). The variational principle /l.J,l4/ was used to derive equations 

J' r)Y 
for the energies h1 and coefficients R., and -C._,,, '·" .• Pho-

(J '-O Ay ILJ.J 11-y £. l..1. 

nons are calculated in the RPA with p-h and p-p interactions. For the 
Krr= 01- states from the conqition of eliminating spurious states 

there were derived equations for monopole and quadrupole pairing 
which have been investigated in ref. 115/. 

Good enough description of the energies, B(EA) values and the 
168 strtrcture of quadrupole, octupole and hexadecapole states in Er, 

172Yb and 178ar has been obtained in ref. 1141 • It is shown that 
nonrotational states with krr =0-,1-,2:l:. , .J:!:.. and 4+ with energies 
up to 2.5 MeV have dominating one-phonon components. 

The study of vibrational states with K"-4' O+ in well deformed 
doubly even nuclei has shown that the energy and structure of each 
state are determined mainly by the single-particle energies and wave 
functions of the Saxon-Woods potential, monopole pairing and p-h 
isoscalar multipole interaction. The multipole p-h isovector interac
tion, quadrupole pairing and multipole p-p interaction are of minor 
importance. Inclusion of the p-p interaction improves the description 
of vibrational states. Moreover, it justifies the ·applicability of 
RPA to describe states with an energy less than l MeV. 

Phenomenological methods of describing low-lying vibratio_nal 
states are based on that the first quadrupole and octupole states 
are collective and then there are no collective states up to those 
forming giant quadrupole and octupole resonances. 

A qualitatively new result has been obtained in studying low
-lying vibrational states: the EA strength distribution differs in 
some cases from the generally accepted one. In particular, there are 
cases when collective is not the first but a higher lying state with 
a given K-rr , or the largest part of the EA strength is concentra
ted not on the first states but in the energy interval 2 ~ .J Mev.·· 

, Consider now the EJ strength distribution in168Er shown in 
Table 2. According to 1161 the first K-; = o;, 1;-' and 2;- states are 
collective. Six collective K.,r = .3- states have been observed. On 
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the first three Ji, J2 and Jj states there are 1.J s.p.u.; and 
on the fourth J4 state, 4.68 s.p.u •• In the interval from 2.25 to 
2.50 MeV 7.9 s.p.u. are concentrated. This distribution of the EJ 
strength sharply differs from the standard one. Table 2 shows the 
results of calculations /l4/ in the QPNM, in sdf IR4 in 

1161 
and 

I:al-1 + f boson in /l7/. In the calculations 116{ the B(EJ) values 
were normalized to the experimental value of the J- 11 state. As a 
result, for the first 3-3

1 
state the calculated B(EJ) value turned 

out to diverge by a factor of 500 from the experimental one. If most 
of the E). strength is concentrated not on the first K::--· state, it is 
practically impossible to describe it ·within the IBA. This is confir
med by the calculations in /171 in the IlM-i + f boson model in 

·ir which the first th~ee K = J- lev:els are omittetl. The main part of 
the EJ strength is concentrated on the J'; state which is considered. 
by them as a first collective I\= J- st;te. The first three Kw~ J
states are neglected as two-quasipartiole one~. The states Ji; J2 

- 168~ · and J
3 

in ~r cannot be thougjt two-quasiparticle states. Accord-
ing to the experimental data 118 on (clp) and (-{cl.) reactions, their. 
wave functions contain the sum of two-quasiproton and two-quasineut
ron terms. Ao cording to the e:x:perimental data /l6/ on ( <ilol') reactions . , 
the B(EJ) values for the K; = Jj:, J-2 and Jj. · states are JO .:. 60 
times larger than the values for the corresponding two-quasiparticle 

states. 
According to the calculations 1141 in the QPNM, the B(EJ) values 
_ _ - - 168E · 1 for Oi, 1

1
, 2

1 
and J

1 
in r agree with the ex:perimenta data. 

Among the K"= J- states the fourth J4 state has the largest B(EJ) 
value, which is in agreement with experiment. The total octupole EJ 
strength concentrated on the states with an energy up to 2.6 MeV . /16/ 
equals 20 s.p.u., according to the ex:periment71 data. , and 
20.J s.p.u., according to calculations in /l

4 
.- • 

The EA strength distribution differing from the standard one 
is observed in other nuclei. In 172Yb apart from the first 2+ staje 

+ . . ~ 
the second i

2 
state is also collective. By the experimental data , 

in 172Yb.that concentration of the E2 strength is l."7 times larger 
. + 

in the interval from 2 to J MeV than on the first 2 state. 
It is to be noted that in some cases the predictions made in the 

IIM and QPNM strongly differ. Thus, according to the calculations
1191 

in sdg rm in 168Er for the I"Ky = 4+31 state B(E4)=50.8 s.p.u., 
and according to the calculations /l4/ in the QPNM B(E4)=0.4- s.p.u. 
It is expedient to check this discrepancy experimentally. 

1201 
On the basis of calculations in the QPNM ~t has been concluded 
that collective two-phonon states do not exist in deformed 

<, 

Table 2 • 168 
BJ-Strength Distribution in Er 
---I = J Exp. /16/ B(EJ)s.~.u. , calc. 

- ---K." E 
B(EJ)s.p.u. QPNM /14/ sdf IlJd IW•.~boson 

)I Met /16/ /17 / 

1- l.4Jl J.92 4.6 J.92 5.5 
r 1 1.541 0.25 0.14 134.6 
2-

l l.6JJ 4.94 4.6 4·.94 8.0 
r 2 1.828 0,60 0.6 2. JO 
o-
l l.9lJ 1.96 J.O l.5J 4.6 

r J l.999 0.42 O.J 0.085 
1- 2.022 - O.J - 1.1 2 
3-
4 2.269 4.68 2. 0 8.5 5.8 

2- 2.J02 - 0.2 - o.J 2 
Cr) 5 2,J24 l.5J - o.OJ4 
1- - - 4.9 - 2.6 J 

(J5) 2.486 1.70 - 0.017 ----------nuclei. The two-phonon is ~~estate in which the contribution of the 
-two-phonon term to wave function normalisation exceeds 50 ~, The 
calculations

1141 
in the QPNM with p-h and p-p interactions gave the 

+ energies and B(E>. ) values for _the 21.. and first octupole states 
·which are in reasonable agreement with experimental data. With in
clusion of p-p interactions_the collectivity of these.states decrea
ses thus decreasing the shifts A C0 of tw~-phonon poles. The shifts 
turned out to b~ equal to O,l;.;.1.5 MeV. The 'energy centroids :Of the 
lowest collective tw~phonon states caiculated in /l4/ are 2°'.5 -· 4~ O 
MeV. Therefore, th_e: conclusion about the. absence of collective two
-phonon states is valid, 

. , . The QPNM fo~ed the ba.sis for calc~latiIJ.g thi energies and 
structure of states of deformed nuclei.It is possible·to cru.cula.te' 
the E}. transition probabilities between excited state-s~ _Of great' 

· inte~est is the expe'r~ental st?-dy "Of excited states of deformed _nu~,:;; 
lei with an energy 2..;.J 'MeV. We hope that 'these experiments will be 
carried out at a new generation of ac~elerators with, a large energy 

·resolution. 

In conclusion I would like to thank V,A,Kuzinin, A.V.Sushkov, 
and N.Yu. Shirikova for joint investigations as a result of 
some of the above-said results have been.obtained. 
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Conoabea B.r. 
BilHAHHe 4aCTH4HO-4aCTH4H~X B3aHMOAeHCTBHH Ha aos5ymAeHH~e 
COCTOAHHA c¢epH4eCKHX H Ae¢opMHpoBaHH~X AAep 

E4-89-259 

npoAeMOHCTPHPOBaHO. 4TO £1 paMKaX KBa3H4aCTl14HO-¢QHOHHOH MOAeI111 AAPa MOmHO 
nPOBOA11Tb paC4eT~ C s¢¢eKT11BH~Ml1 KOHe4Horo paHra l\nax cenapa6eilbH~Ml1 B3a~MO
AeHCTBl1AM11·. Y4eT cenapa5eilbH~X B3aHMOAeHCTBHH ~ nmax > 1 He npHBOAHT K CYIJleCT,: 
BeHHOMY ycnomHeHl1O B~411CileHl1H ¢parMeHTa~1111 KBa3H4aCTl14H~X 11 KOI1I1eKTl1BH~X co
CTOAH11H. Hsy4eHa POilb 4aCTl14HO-4aCTl14H~X B3al1MOAei1cTBl1H. noKa3aHO, 4TO OHl1 
OKa3~BaOT OOilbWOe BI111AHHe Ha raMOB-Te1111epoBCKl1e G+ pacnaA~ 11 (n,p) nepexoA~
Ha OCHOBe xopowero HX on11caHl1A YTBepmAaeTcA, 4TO nepeHopMl1POBKa B AApax KOH
CTaHT~ aKcHailbHO-aeKTopHoro cna6oro asa11MoAei1cTBHA HeaenHKa 11 jGAfGvl ~ I. 
8 K¢M.!l C p-h 11 p-p B3a11MOAeHCTBl1AMl1 nony4eHo AOCTaTO4HO xopowee on11caH11e 
H113KOI1ema1Jll1X KBaAPYnOilbH~X, OKTynoilbH~X 11 reKCaAeKanOilbH~X B116pa~HOHH~X co
CTOAH11H B PAAe Ae¢opM11poBaHH~X AAep.HccneAOBaHo pacnpeAeI1eH11e EA-Cl1Il~ cpeA11 
HH3Ko11ema1Jll1X COCTOAHl1H 11 noKa3aHo, 4TO B OTAeilbH~X Cily4aAX OHO OTI1114HO OT 
CTaHAaPTHoro - OCHOBHaA 4aCTb EA-c11n~ CKOH~eHTp11poeaHa He Ha nepBOM, a Ha 5o-
nee B~COK11X COCTOAH11AX. 

Pa5oTa a~nonHeHa e fla6opaTOPHl1 TeopeT114ecKoi1 ¢11s11K11 OHRH. 

IlpenpHHT 06UAHHemroro HHCTHTyTa IIJl8pHblX HCcneAOBllHHA. ,lly6Ha 1989 
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It ls shown that In the quaslpartlcle-phonon nuclear model one can per
form calculations with effective separable Interactions of a finite rank 
~ax· Inclusion of separable Interactions with nmax > 1 does not lead to 
essential compl !cation of the calculations of fragmentation of quasiparticle 
and collective states. The role of particle-particle interactions· is stu
died. They are shown to affect greatly the Gamow-Teller G+ decays and 
(n,p) transitions. Their good description allows us to make a conclusion 
that renormal lzatlon In nuclei of the constant of the axial-vector weak In
teraction Is not large and IGA/Gvl ~ I. A good enough description of low
lying quadrupole, octupole and hexadecapole states In some deformed nuclei 
has been obtained In the QPNM with p-h and p-p Interactions. The EA strength 

·d I sti- I but Ion among Jow-1 y Ing states Is studied; It Is shown that In some 
cases It differs from the standard one: the m~ln part of the EA strength 
Is concentrated not on the .first but on higher-lying states. 

The inve~tigatlon has been performed at the l~boratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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